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When Jesus delivered to his disciples what we commonly call "The Sermon on
the Mount," he paid them the highest compliment by likening them to salt and light. In
our modern culture, we may respond well to being likened to light, but our medical
profession is telling us to cut back on the salt. "Keep the blood pressure down," they
say.

Even so, the metaphor of salt would be equal to the metaphor coined by Charles
Dickens in his work A Christmas Carol, when Bob Cratchet describes his son Tiny Tim
being, "As good as gold." Most of us here like gold, I think. PerhapsJesus' metaphor
would have meant more to us if he said, "You are as good as gold until you sin and the
market completely drops out from under you and you then areworthless."

But salt had its place in Jesus' day and makes a much better compliment to us
than does gold. Salt is white and represents the purity ofbeing a Christian. It actsas a
preservative like which a Christian life should help preserve the goodness in the world.
Best of all, salt lends flavor to food and makes it more appealing.Just so, a Christian
person should bring flavor to life and make life in the Kingdom appealing. Too many
other distractions tend to bore us or destroy us and ultimately leave us empty. The
Christian life ought to bring fullness and happiness to living.

Like salt, light has its attributes although probably more obvious. Light is meant
to be seen just as a Christian should be seen as a beaconof hope for lost persons. Light is
a guide and brings sense to the confused darkness. Likewise, Christians can bring sense
to an often confused world. And many times, light can be a warning. It reveals the
hidden pitfall or stumbling block just as a Christian can shed light on the deception of
sin.

The hope of God for us canonly be that we be like the tasty salt and the strong
beaconof light in order that we might bring a potent Christian influence upon our
earthly living. But too many times our flavor weakens and our light grows dim. We can,
at times, make Christianity into a dreary business when in fact it isn't. The Roman
Emperor Julian complained about the way Christians displayed themselves in his day.

"Have you looked at these Christians closely?Hollow-eyed, pale-cheeked,
flat-breasted all; they brood their lives away, unspurred by ambition: the
sun shines for them, but they do not see it: the earth offers them its
fullness, but they desire it not; all their desire is to renounce and to suffer
that they may come to die."

Oliver Wendell Holmes had not much beter to say for the zest of Christianity
when he was once heard to say,






